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Introduction
When my father died fifteen years ago, the funeral parlor literature left
my sister and I with a useful concept about which we continue to remark.
You will experience “grief bursts,“ explained the literature, which can
come at unexpected times and are as various and as vicious as the ever
changing weather anyone can experience anywhere. We found this to
be true, my sister and I, and we’d call each other to say simply, I had a
The email said,
I dreamed a phrase a few nights ago that’s hard to translate:

grief burst. Here’s what happened.
Today I practiced no handed bike riding with my daughter in Liberty

La amada que se va se fue.

Park. She passed a woman pushing a baby stroller and said, “On your

My translation: The loved one that leaves is gone.

left.” I taught her this phrase earlier in the week after a vigorous biker

or My beloved left leaving.

passed us, uttering the words roughly because we were in his way. My

Or more accurately: The loved one that leaves, left.

girl said it in a friendly way; the woman thanked her. She, the nine year

I don’t know if I have the heart to write that poem, but anything I write
will be a reflection of that line.

old, looked back at me, dimples shining, and I winked to congratulate
her. Grief burst. Beauties noticed vividly through sorrow or through pain.
What I grieve now is not my father, not today. Last week I resigned from
a teaching job I love. The baseline circumstances are a tale of two
school districts. My daughter’s has declared online school until at least
October. My own has plans to return with full classes and modifications
to protect our health in the Covid times, as we’ve taken to calling our
days. Everyone knows I would have changed jobs eventually, but my
grief is caught on the suddenness of the decision, the sense of
uncertainty about our society, the faces of loved ones to whom I’ll never
say goodbye.
This issue of Quelle Presse did not set out to explore grief or celebrate
teachers, but somehow it does. Many of these contributors have had
long careers as teachers. All contributors have taught me something
about love and loss and reflection. I thank them.
— Rachel McKeen, Founding Editor, Quelle Presse
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A Speech Underwater

by JL Grimmer

I don’t greet others* with a handshake. This is a
matter
of
principle—a
principle
not
only
of
underwater self-restraint, though that is indeed at
issue, but most importantly of underwater luminosity , of
becoming oneself the underwater luminosity of a
freeing self-presence, if I dare put it in such a
phrase. One should, that is—a decent person does—
bring along with oneself a spaciousness that others
can enter, and the handshake divides that space. In
extending
one’s
hand
to
grasp
another’s,
one
threatens . . . a yank back, or, if not that, a
thrust down, or, well one can imagine myriad
variations, thrusts aside, jams back, twists and
turns of this or that degree of suddenness and
torque. Yes, I know that underwater one’s movements
are as it were slow-motioned by the water’s liquid
thickness, slowed and weakened, bestowed by the
above-water gods with the weaknesses we need to be
less harmful than we’d otherwise be. And yet, as we
all know, this doesn’t mean we are harmless to each
other, far from it, and so we need, all of us need,
precautions, which is to say, policies such as mine
against the handshake. And the embrace. I have a
policy against the underwater embrace as well. Here
we’re all immersed, of course, in clear blue rippling
liquid and, with the embrace, this clear blue
rippling
(mostly,
I
admit)
disappears,
becomes
(again, mostly) the thin black millimeter of the
space between the ones embracing. This here may, I
think, be an entirely aesthetic point, but we must,
as we often fail to do, consider the luminosity of a
freeing
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self-presence.

And

then
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there’s

the

graver

danger, we often fail to consider this while in the
embrace, of the suffocating hold, or, failing that,
the one that (merely!) cracks the ribs. Yes, one must
guard against this threat, and even the anticipation
of this threat. Of course there are other points I
keep in mind in virtue of this principle, this task
of bringing along with myself a spaciousness that
others can enter freely so they can, at last, breathe
themselves underwater into the spacious openness of
their own being.** I will postpone the elaboration of
these points for the moment out of respect for your
time as well as mine, though it may prove tantalizing
for you were I to mention a few of the other
underwater things about which I also have policies. I
have policies on eye contact, on throat clearing, on
cracking one’s knuckles, on blowing one’s nose in
public, on blowing bubbles, on meeting breathlessly
above surface, and, however insignificant at first it
may seem in this, our underwater world, on clearing
one’s throat. There it is, then: I have spoken of my
relinquishing of the handshake and the embrace in the
name of an underwater luminosity of a freeing selfpresence; of the dangers of yanks, thrusts, jams,
twists,
turns,
torques,
clear
blue
ripples
disappearing
into
the
black,
cracked
ribs,
suffocation, and of worse (all that follows was
implied); of the above-water gods and their bestowal
of the water’s liquid thickness and its weakening of
our violent powers; of the swiftness and strength of
our killing and maiming and enfeebling powers; and of
(though not in so many words) the bottomlessness of
my concern for goodness, above all for the well-being
of this underwater world brought into unfrozen and so
gaseous being by the providential wisdom of abovewater gods, whose love for us I hope to emulate, and
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with Whose will, I hope, I will have remained attuned
to the end, whenever that may be. Thank you for
treading underwater for the duration of my address.

*By others, of course, here I mean those outside my
circle of intimates, which includes my spouse and two
dear friends, my jester, and, perhaps, my several
pets.
**We could, certainly, also call it the underwater
spaciousness of a letting be that lets the other’s
spacings open freely. This openness would allow let’s
say an unobstructed spacing that unimpedes another's
pathing forth. This is not , I must add, what some have
been calling a blood letting be that blood lets the other
in any way at all.***
***A blood letting be is rather what the handshake and
the

embrace threaten,

that

is,

the

latter

are

an

apparent letting be that can always devolve into a
bloodletting be. They are always already the possibility
of a bloodletting be. Of course, you all know that
the phrase bloodletting be was first introduced by my close
associate P, who said to you as he shook your hands
that this speech would be a bloodletting, a bloodletting be a
bloodletting be a bloodletting be a bloodletting be. Etc. He was in the
mood for repetition. Just before I sat down behind
the podium he whispered to me: I said this in jest. We
all have our Yoricks. It is true that I have my
Yoricks, yes, but I am not sure if P has one himself.
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In the Absence of You

by Mila Phelps Friedl

I looked down the beach and I couldn’t see her. I’d been tracing her presence
along the shoreline, her blue shirt a scattered piece of the Santa Cruz sky. But
when I looked up for a moment, scanning the white caps, sun-hats and broiled
faces down the beach, she was not among them. For a moment, I panicked. I
shot straight up, page numbers tumbling, craning my neck down the coast,
vision skipping until it landed about forty feet away. She stood, staring out into
the crush of the waves, her shoulders set against the wind at her back, the corner
of the kerchief wrapped around her head, beating in the breeze. I watched her
until she turned and began, in a silent motion, to paint large sweeping spirals
into the pliable sand. And then, sure of her existence and in my ability to race to
her, should the need arise, I turned my head, and went back to the moment
before.
I imagined that I had, in fact, come to this beach in Santa Cruz alone. Since she
carried her shoes, aside from a slight divot where she’d briefly sat beside me,
there were no other markers to say she’d been there. I pushed my feet into the
sand, shivering into the dampness of my sweatshirt, traces of sea-salt crested
across my bare legs, in the curl of the tangle in my typically pin-straight hair. I
closed my eyes and imagined, for the first time in four months, what it would be
like, if my mom didn’t make it.
I know you’re not supposed to do that. Everyone tells you to focus on the
positive, envision the best possible outcome, push away the many “what ifs” that
come drumming at your door. But imagine for a moment that she was in pain.
That after all of the treatments and all of the heartache, all she would want was
to be somewhere peaceful. Say she went to that far peaceful place, a place I
couldn’t follow, or look down a shoreline to see her there drawing shapes in the
crumbling sand. And then imagine, that I, would drive from wherever I was to
where I am now, and sit, by this ocean, feel the sand in my toes, that same wind
at my back, those white peaked waves and look up. I’d look up at that wideopen sky and see a piece of my mom there. She’d be looking back at me, glad I
was there, and we’d both be remembering all the days on the beach, that we’d
spent, just the two of us.

completely painful, version of the world where I couldn’t see my mom. Of
course, it was also much easier to imagine when all I had to do was open up my
eyes and see her padding down the beach, coming back towards me.
In any version of this life, of the impossible hand we’ve been given, I never
want my mom to be in pain. So, sometimes I have to imagine a world in which I
can’t find her on a beach and that I go there alone so she’ll know that I’m there,
for the next forty years, if I have to. In the absence of her, I have to know that
she’ll be a part of this great everything; a catch in the wind on the waves or the
sun beating down, the traces of salt in my tangled up hair. In losing one form
she’d gain a million.
And of course I would be sad. Because I love that form she has. I love the
scattered freckles across her neck, and the way her hair catches the light, so
newly grown back that it sometimes can look like a halo. I love the sound of her
voice, even when I’m mad, because no one else says my name with such
sureness. When she sings everything opens and the 1/2 an inch that I have on her
doesn’t matter at all, she becomes larger than life, full of sound and beauty and
pride. And I know she is proud. Of me and my brothers. Of the family she has
and the family she’s chosen, the beautiful mistakes that blossomed into
friendships and lifelong connections that span over differences and identities and
stubborn moral lessons. I love her because she is part of me, but who the hell am
I to stop someone from being a part of this great everything? It’ll be my job to
remember that voice. It’ll be my job to visit the ocean and remember my mom.
And when I open my eyes, she is there. Smiling close to me, and she sits down
without speaking and I rest my head against her as she works at the tangles in
my pin-straight hair. And I close the door on those timelines for now, because
the only important thing is to make the beautiful mistake of not bringing a towel
on a blustery day at a Santa Cruz beach, with my mama by the ocean.

And in that moment, it didn’t matter that we weren’t together, a mere fortysomething feet separating me from an alternate and unwanted, yet not
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